
Vote Jon
 4

 VP
 

Why?
Have been part of the club
for most of my uni career
and want to give back in

the best way possible.
Have the skills and

commincation skills to do a
stellar job, and continue to
great work that has been

done in the past.
Have a great relationship

with all possible candidates
so that there will be a

great partnership
regardless.

 

What?
I want to be able to go
above and beyond this

year, as the society is once
again seeing more growth.

To be able to get more
casual skiers involved in

the club as well as our
resident steez mastrs.

To have a wider charitable
audience than just

donating money, to be able
to do wider reaching

events.
 

Who?
Have been in the club for

timeeee - enough to know
all potential Pres' on a

friendly basis.
Currently on a society exec

and sports exec, so have
experience there.

Possess the organisational
skills/communication skills
through my degree (lawz

lol) to be able to effectively
work with committee
throughout the year.

 

 
Since I was dragged onto the ski trip in my 1st year, to the Pub Slalom in that 2nd
term - this boi has loved this club. Being able to give back and have a hand in its

growth would be amazing, nd bring a tear to this dodgeballers eye. For the future,
I want to be able to facilitate as much change and improvement in the club as

possible, as the new exec will be hungry to show what they can do in the long term
- being VP in this new era would be massive. As much as the old faces are leaving,

the new breed are coming through and while I don't have 10030 revolutionary new
ideas, I know I can be able to adapt and improve those brainwaves from the new

exec, and be able to implement them properly.
 

Thx for listening to my TedXTalk xoxoxox  
 


